Birmingham Medal Society Meeting Report – Thursday 7th April 2022. Holiday Inn,
Great Bar, Birmingham.
Phil McDermott – The Platinum Jubilee Medal.

President Paul Handford welcomed this evening’s speaker, Phil McDermott of Worcestershire Medal Services
and Birmingham Medal Society sponsor.
Paul explained how good it was to have Phil, and Hugh as members of the BMS as their knowledge and
expertise were invaluable to members and simply chatting to Phil about medallic matters over a meal before a
meeting could reveal so much interesting detail.

Phil began by explaining, that unlike medals of yesteryear, specifications are now written down and strictly
adhered to. No longer will we see varying designs or mints making their own adjustments to medals in the UK.
Phil then detailed how any new medal is designed in the United Kingdom, a need arises, commemorative or to
recognise service. Then the Royal Mint Advisory Committee (RMAC) put out requests for designs with a brief
to a panel of designers. The panel submit their designs then the RMAC choose the one they like or may go
back to artists with modifications. Once the design is agreed by RMAC it goes via the Honours and
Decorations Committee (HD) to HM The Queen for formal approval. Changes can be requested by HD and
indeed by HM, usually taking around 18 months.
The Platinum Jubilee medal had three designers submit designs for the medal. Two companies were
approached to design the ribbon and the designers only known as A, B, C.
Worcestershire Medal Services (WMS) were asked in June 2020 to submit some designs for the ribbon. The
criteria were, it must be – red, white and blue, have a comparison with previous jubilee / coronation medals,
and six or more designs to be submitted. Phil’s ribbon design was based largely on the Coronation Medal
1953, incorporating the colours from the Jubilee Medals 1977, 2002 and 2012.
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Ribbon designs submitted to the HD

In November 2020 the official design for the ribbon was confirmed (top right) by the HD and the plaster model
for the medal was created.

Original pencil sketch and plaster cast of the Platinum Jubilee Medal Reverse

Phil then looked at numbers of previous Jubilee Medals that had been produced. We all know these have
been mass issues since 2002 but what are the past numbers?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Queen Victoria – 1887 Golden Jubilee – 1,745 (133 Gold, 1012 silver and 600 bronze)
Queen Victoria – 1897 Diamond Jubilee – 4,003 (73 gold, 3040 silver and 890 bronze)
Edward VII – 1902 Coronation – 9,547 (3493 silver and 6054 bronze)
George V – 1911 Coronation – 15,901 issued in silver only plus additional 134 with Delhi clasp
George V - 1935 Silver Jubilee – 85,234 issued in silver only
George VI - 1937 Coronation – 90,000 issued in silver only
Elizabeth II – 1953 Coronation – 129,000 issued in silver (37 named MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION)
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8. Elizabeth II – 1977 Silver Jubilee – 30,000 UK and 30,000 Canada both in silver
9. Elizabeth II – 2002 Golden Jubilee – 366,000 medals in cupro-nickel gold plated!
10. Elizabeth II – 2012 Diamond Jubilee – 438,803 delivered in nickel silver, nickel plated
11. Elizabeth II – 2022 Platinum Jubilee – production planning 500,000 in nickel silver nickel plated
Phil discussed the production challenges which were manyfold. Volume for production, the number of strikes
each blow equivalent to 14.8-man hours. Burring to edge need to eliminate trimming. Production of a blank,
25 tonnes of metal in coils then came the processes of rimming, polishing, cleaning. On top of this are
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medal rings – 30 miles of wire
Soldering
Plating
Ribboning – 50,000 metres of ribbon ordered
Packing – initial order of 400,000 boxes
Delivery to each Police, Ambulance and Fire HQ plus other locations around the UK

A huge undertaking.
He then talked about stamping the medals, domed dies were prepared, three pairs with differing domes
• 0.20mm
• 0.30mm
• 0.40mm
•
Trial strikings were done with each as a pair then mixed combinations. A final tweak to the rimming shoes for
the blank and they had a result. Stamped in two blows, no burr.
Production could then begin with pre-production trials commencing in January 2021 and actual production in
August 2021. Blanking of coils were outsourced to local company and coils of material delivered, blanks were
then delivered to the factory at 10,000 per week.
The blanks were cleaned in large ultrasonic machine, annealed, rimmed, polished in vibro-polisher, cleaned
again and from this point are now only handled with gloved hands.

The Blanks
25 tonnes of metal were required to make half a million medals.
The next stages involved suspension fittings which were cast in brass and delivered at 10,000 per week when
blanking started so they had a buffer stock. A large scale soldering process was developed using low
temperature solder created for WMS especially for this project.
Ring production, wire is wound around a mandrel and then the coiled wire sawn through to produce the rings –
500,000 prepared. Ribbon is ordered 87mm required for each medal, based on 500,000 = 43,500 metres and
cut by electronic guillotine which seals the edges to prevent fray. 50,000 metres were ordered to allow for
faults, splits and failures in mounting.
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To date 354,678 medals have been completed and 341,570 medals delivered to various locations around the
UK. Delivery is due for completion on 3rd May 2022 and the total number of medals to be delivered – 396,913
although it still keeps changing! This includes 970 Ladies medals, awarded to members of Royal Family and
Royal Household.

Ladies Medal
Phil also talked briefly about the awards to Realms and the fact the medals were larger in diameter and had a
different inscription the Latin being removed and replaced with Platinum Jubilee HM Queen Elizabeth II.
These are awarded in a very plush presentation case.
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The President thanked Phil for a most enlightening presentation and there followed many questions that led to
interesting sub-subjects.
Our thanks to Phil McDermott for his continued sponsorship and support of the Birmingham Medal Society.

Earlier in the evening President Roger Bragger handed over the Presidency to Paul Handford MBE, who now
takes the helm until 2025.
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